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Tourism Development for Ratchburi Province :

A Case Study of Damnernsaduak Floating Market

Mr. Kitti Sapvisut*

Executive Summary

Damnernsaduak Floating Market at Ratchaburi is the world renowned oldest and biggest floating

market in Thailand and becomes an international brand.  It is well considered as the strength of tourism

development.  Despite its fame, it can also be a weakness which makes the community nonchalant to

development and let tourism drift along with no interest to maintain its good reputation. Thus is obviously

evidenced from the degradation of the scenery along the unimpressive, unclean and smelly canal as well

as from the lack of support from the local politics.

Ratchaburi province needs to lay out the major development plan by means of division of roles in

each sector in order to co-work and support the budget settlement in compliance with the designated

strategic plan.  In an analysis of this case study, touristsû activities could be summarized into 4 categories:

touring, dining, shopping and overnight  staying.  First, regarding touring, touring sites, guides, and related

services such as vendors, rowers, parking facilitators, communication, presentation, expression, foreign

language knowledge, touristsû culture and Thai culture are factors which impress visitors including an

introduction of interesting things, regulations of boat traffic and parking space, regulations of boat renting

with no fighting and cutting price.  Second, dining must be clean and of standardized price which does

not take advantage of tourists and causes negative image.  It should create an atmosphere of good

appetite and   enjoyment  from the food stores or dining along the bank  as served by boat vendors. Third,

regarding shopping, merchandise should be of quality and  precious as characteristics souvenirs. Packaging

should be modern, impressive, worth-while with no cheating on quality or price.  Fourth, accommodation

must be clean and standardized with reasonable charge.  The weakness of Damnernsaduak Market lies

in its close vicinity  which is only 90 kilometers from Bangkok.  This causes tourists not to stay overnight

there or continue their trip to stay at the seaside resort at Cha-am in Petchaburi province.  If the 4P

principles are applied as follows: (1) Product  is a tourist destination but is degrading owing to its aimless

development.  (2) Price or expenditure is economical and acceptable among customers.  If the touring

site is improved,  higher spending is tolerable.  (3) Regarding place, at present customers are likely to

access the site by themselves.  Connection with other touring sites is still low.  Tour Agencies operate

by themselves whereas the public sector plays an unclear role.  (4) Promotion is scarcely carried out and
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is destitute of budget.  The government  has assigned the Ministry of Tourism and Sports to be the main

working  unit whereas the local government or province must allocate the budget to run this part,

particularly at the national or international level.  While laying the promotion plan, improvement of the

product (touring site) must be undertaken concurrently to create a good impression.  This means that

being provided with better service beyond expectation,  tourists would spread the words or come back

with friends or family for their next  trip.

In conclusion, Ratchaburi province should mobilize 4 aspects. (1) Participation from every sector

ranging from community, private sector, local government and private sector is required in order to think,

plan, benefit and evaluate together. (2) Improvement of Tourism strategy for Ratchaburi is needed in

order to drive the plan to become that of the Ministry of Tourism and Sports.  (3) Promotion of knowledge

management in every sector related to tourism at the area level and province level  aims at concrete

implementation within the framework of three or five years as expected in the case study of the

development of Damnernsaduak Market in Ratchaburi.
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